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1.1 Background to the proposed development
The proposed Part 8 development, ‘Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration SitePhase 1,’ forms a key foundational component of a wider urban regeneration programme
known as ‘Letterkenny 2040’. It also constitutes Phase 1 of an overarching Concept
Masterplan for the mixed-use development of the entire 1.1 hectare Strategic Urban
Regeneration Site.
The wider urban regeneration programme known as ‘Letterkenny 2040’ involves the
preparation of an ambitious, transformative and overarching regeneration strategy for
Letterkenny town centre to achieve its goals as a Regional Growth Centre in line with its
identified role in the National Planning Framework (NPF), The Regional Spatial and Economic
Strategy (RSES) and in the cross border context of the North West City Region. The
overarching vision of Letterkenny 2040 is to co-deliver a vibrant, liveable and fully
functioning regional centre with a flourishing population that has a strong economy,
employment and housing choice, healthy and restorative environments, community and
social amenities, high quality of life and positive public and civic spaces.
The Concept Masterplan for the cohesive regeneration of the 1.1 hectare Letterkenny 2040
Strategic Urban Regeneration Site sets out a concept for a dynamic, mixed use development
led by anchor enterprise development(s) integrated with public realm, town centre housing
and improved connectivity with new permeability through the site linking the Pearse Road
with the Port Road. The delivery of the Concept Masterplan is planned to occur on a phased
basis with the proposed Part 8 development forming Phase 1.
Specifically, the proposed Phase 1 development that is the subject of this Part 8 will deliver
2 no. Business, Enterprise and Innovation buildings of 17,500 sqft and 43,000sqft alongside
high quality public realm and pedestrian/cycle infrastructure enabling new and high quality
permeability and accessibility through the site. The proposed development will realise the
phased regeneration and renewal of underutilized, vacant and brownfield town centre lands
through a mixed-use regeneration scheme that is of transformational scale and nature
constituting an exemplar of urban design, renewal and regeneration. The proposed
development and associated investment will also crucially give catalytic effect to the
regeneration potential of the wider surrounding town centre area with significant potential
to activate and leverage the private sector in the regeneration of other town centre
opportunities.
The proposed Part 8 development in respect of phase 1 will achieve multiple benefits
including:
▪ Reduction in vacancy and obsolete buildings
▪ Bringing under-utilized core town centre lands into productive use
▪ Enabling a thriving Business, Enterprise and Innovation ecosystem
▪ Supporting opportunity arising from Brexit.
▪ Creating new and high-quality public realm and enabling civic and community activity
alongisde cultural and artistic expression within the urban environment.
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▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Providing useable, adaptable outdoor public spaces to respond to challenges around
the public health environment and need for social distancing.
Enhancing pedestrian and cyclist connections throughout the site for seamless
accessibility and thus enabling modal shift and providing transportation choice for
people.
Delivering a key phase of the wider LK Green Connect for walking/cycling/parkland
infrastructure threading throughout the town centre.
Increasing footfall in the town centre and activating spin-offs for local businesses.
Contributing to a more competitive and vibrant town centre.
Establishing a high-quality benchmark for town centre regeneration.
Strategically enhancing the connections between the historic Main Street/ Ramelton
Road and existing town centre functions occurring East of Pearse Road
Integrating sustainable and efficient construction methods to integrate Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems, a rainwater harvesting system, roof top garden/open space
and high energy performance building to respond innovatively to the climate crisis.

As outlined in section 1.4 of this report, the proposed Part 8 development offers strong
alignment with the National, Regional and Local policy contexts including National Priorities
for Compact Growth, a Strong Economy supported by Enterprise, Innovation and Skills,
Sustainable Mobility and Transition to a Low Carbon Society alongside driving a strong and
competitive Cross Border Regional Growth Centre to the highest standards in accordance
with the Town Centre Strategy of the County Donegal Development Plan, 2018-2024 (as
varied).
The project is being progressed via a blend of strategic and complimentary funding sources.
This includes funding support from the Urban Regeneration and Development Fund (URDF),
the Border Enterprise Development Fund (BEDF) and match funding from Donegal County
Council together with prospective support from a range of other sources which currently
remains in planning.
A further future phase(s) will be brought forward through the relevant statutory consent
processes in due course to realise the complete urban regeneration of the site beyond Phase
1 (the proposed works) which will include a future medium density residential development
and further associated public realm, pedestrian/ cycle infrastructure and associated ancillary
works.
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1.2

Location of the proposed development

The location of the proposed development is the townland of LETTERKENNY specifically
located in Letterkenny town centre and having frontage onto both the Ramelton Road and
Pearse Road. The site consists of:
(i)
Brownfield lands formerly occupied by the ESB retail and office premises and
existing shed(s). All buildings are now vacant;
(ii)
2 no. semi-detached dwellings fronting Ramelton Road; and
(iii)
Under-utilised greenfield lands.
Please refer to drawing no’s: Dwg No’s: LKSURS 0000 (Site Location and Site Extent) and
LKSURS 0001 (Site Location Map).

Image 1: Proposed site as viewed from Pearse Road

Image 2: Proposed site as viewed from Ramelton
Road showing former ESC office and retail
premises proposed for demolition

Image 3: Proposed site as viewed from Ramelton
Road showing 2 storey semi-detached houses
proposed for demolition
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Image 4: Rear of former ESB office
and retail premises

Image 5: Former ESB yard

Image 6: Former ESB yard

Image 7: Former ESB shed structures

Image 8: Former ESB shed strcutures

Image 9: Existing under-utilized vacant lands and access
point to Scally Place

Image 10: Existing frontage to Scally Place

Image 11: Existing under-utilized
vacant lands

Image 12: Existing under-utilized
vacant lands
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1.3

Description of the proposed development

The specific nature of the proposed works is as follows:
• Demolition of the former ESB retail & office premises and existing shed(s) to the rear of
same together with general site clearance and boundary treatment;
• Construction of a new 7 storey Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Alpha) building
providing flexible accommodation solutions including Office and R&D facilities and
having a floor area of approx. 1,625sq.m (17,500sq.ft);
• Construction of a new 8 storey Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Beta) building with
flexible accommodation solutions including Office and R&D facilities and having a floor
area of approx. 4,000sq.m (43,000sq.ft);
• Construction of an associated public realm and controlled access arrangements inclusive
of: a central civic space; pedestrian, cycle, accessibility and mobility infrastructure;
landscaping; disabled and age friendly courtesy parking and emergency/service vehicle
entry and egress;
• All associated ancillary works to include site drainage, connection to public water supply
and other services, landscaping, development related signage & public art, connection &
discharge to the public sewerage network.

1.3.1 Schedule of Proposed Uses
The Alpha Innovation Centre & the Beta Business Centre will be used generally for the
purposes of Enterprise, Business and Innovation as described further in section 1.3.4 and
1.3.5 below. and also including the following scope of use(s):
1. Use for the provision of (a) financial service, (b) professional services, and (c)
any other services where the services are provided principally to visiting
members of the public in accordance with Use Class 2 of Schedule 2, Part 4 of
the Planning & Development Regulations 2001 (as amended)
2. Use as an office in accordance with Use Class 3 of Schedule 2, Part 4 of the
Planning & Development Regulations 2001 (as amended).
3. Use as a light industrial building coming within the definition of Use Class 4 of
Schedule 2, Part 4 of the Planning & Development Regulations 2001 (as
amended) and as defined in Part 2, Article 5 of the aforesaid Regulations where
a ‘light industrial building’ means‘An industrial building in which the processes carried on or the plant or
machinery installed are such as could be carried on or installed in any
residential area without detriment to the amenity of that area by reason of
noise, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, soot, ash, dust or grit.’
4. For use as a business premises for the carrying on of any professional,
commercial or industrial undertaking.
5. For use in the development of Innovation via a process of creating new ideas,
systems, articles or products.
6. For use in the development of business relating to Med-Tech/Life Sciences and
Personalized Health Care including Research & Development.
7. For use for Research & Development.
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1.3.2

Site layout design concept

The site layout design concept aims to create a vibrant, highly accessible, mixed use
development of appropriate town centre density and high quality architecture. As an integral
component of the mixed-use nature of the site, the site layout concept prioritises good
quality public realm and movement routes that will encourage walking, cycling and use
throughout the day, evening and week. The concept aims to deliver a ‘living’ place as a
productive, efficient and integrated part of the surrounding urban form of Letterkenny town
centre, breathing life into otherwise under-utilized brownfield and vacant town centre lands.
The site layout envisages the proposed phase 1 development as a major and leading urban
regeneration project establishing a benchmark for high quality interventions to revitalise and
renew Letterkenny town centre, uplifting the town centre working population that will as a
result add to the economic and social vitality of the area and stimulate wider regeneration.

Image 12: Proposed site layout plan
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1.3.3 Public realm, pedestrian and cyclist permeability
The proposed development integrates public realm and pedestrian and cycle infrastructure
as a key component of the mixed-use nature of the site to create an accessible, dynamic,
activated and ‘pedestrian owned’ town centre environment. The proposed layout for Phase 1
integrates a series of public routes and spaces, with the primary linkage provided by the
development of LK Green Connect, threading through the site from Pearse Road to a central
plaza at the heart of the overall site in the works proposed in this Part VIII. In due course,
via a further future phase in the development of the entire site, LK Green Connect will
ultimately also connect the central plaza to Ramelton Road thereafter linking to the North
West of the subject site to An Grianan, the Regional Cultural Centre and Donegal County
Museum and also linking across Pearse road to create East-bound connections threading via
the retail parks towards Letterkenny Public Service Centre on Neil T. Blaney Road.
The proposed development of LK Green Connect through the site is also complemented
alongside a shared surface access off Pearse Road created through a stepped staircase that
permeates from Pearse Road through to a central courtyard within the core axis of the
Alpha/ Beta buildings and linking onwards to Scally Place. The linkage to Scally Place is a
new connection that will enhance permeability through the site creating a short, direct
connection with existing car parking facilities and the wider commercial core of the historic
Main Street.
The proposed stepped staircase is also multifunctional doubling up to provide outdoor
seating, additional public realm and green infrastructure to enhance the experience of the
site at a pedestrian level as well as providing outdoor space for businesses and employees
to facilitate networking, social time and to respond to the continuing demands and ‘new
normal’ for outdoor space arising from the public health environment.
The proposed central plaza anchors the proposed Business, Enterprise and Innovation
buildings (Alpha Innovation centre and Beta Enterprise Centre) acting as a the central pivot
around which the site layout is designed. Key access to both the Alpha Innovation Centre
and the Beta Enterprise Centre is proposed off the central plaza thus animating the public
realm as a busy, connecting destination within the core of the site and creating a sensne of
arrival, character and vibrancy at the key entrances to the buildings.
The central plaza, while functional in terms of anchoring the key access points to Alpha and
Beta, is also designed as an open, readily accessible, multi-user space that will function as a
space for the wider community to avail of, alongside workers in Alpha and Beta, to meet, to
sit and gather in and to animate.
The proposed layout facilitates only limited vehicular access from Pearse Road as far as the
South Western elevation of Alpha/ Beta and for the purposes of servicing/ maintenance
alongside 4 no age friendly/ disabled access car parking spaces located within the basement
of proposed Alpha and Beta buildings. Proposed basement car parking is linked to the
proposed public realm spaces and linkages via lift and staircase. As a result, vehicular access
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is to be kept to a minimum thus reducing the potential for conflicting movements between
cars, cyclist and walkers and the core central plaza is protected from conflicting vehicular
movements and therefore prioritised as a space for people.
The images below show examples of precedent.

Image 13: Integrated steps, seating & landscape

Image 14: Shared spaces with pedestrian
priority

Image 15: Opportunity to integrate LK Green Connect
Image 16: Example of public plaza

The proposed layout provides for the effective integration of public space and built form
providing public spaces that bleed into proposed buildings and vice versa. Innovation in use
of materials and finish will guide users through the site along with effective signage in
accordance with the Development Guidelines and Technical Standards of the County
Donegal Development Plan 2018-2024 (as varied).

1.3.4

Design Concept for proposed Business, Enterprise and Innovation
buildings

Phase 1 of the proposed development of the Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration
site comprises 2 no buildings located on the South Western portion of the site, adjacent to
the Letterkenny Primary Care Centre (Scally Place). In summary, the buildings include:
1. The Alpha Innovation Centre: Approximately 1,625sq.m (17,500sq.ft) of Business,
Enterprise and Innovation floorspace across 7 storeys (including basement, lower
ground floor, ground floor, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th inclusive of roof top garden space) and;
2. The Beta Business Centre: Approximately 4,000sq.m (43,000sq.ft) of business,
enterprise and innovation floorspace across 8 storeys (including basement, lower
ground floor, ground floor, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th inclusive of roof top garden space).
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The proposed Business, Enterprise and Innovation buildings are architecturally striking in
design feature and scale, reflecting the scale of the adjacent Donegal Primary Care Centre
(Scally Place) The buildings will represent iconic and landmark built form in the townscape
as viewed from the Eastern entrance to the town providing for a contemporary insertion on
the townscape. Whilst the scale and form of the buildings will create a landmark urban form,
elevational detailing respects the amenity of an adjoining long established dwelling located
to the south western boundary along Pearse Road. This is achieved by a stepped elevational
treatment that slides the upper floorspaces back from Pearse Road and thus protects privacy
and residential amenity and creates an appropriate transition in form. Proposed fin structure
across glazed elevations with insertion of solid panels adds interest, vertical emphasis and
structure to the proposed buildings and breaks down the mass to deliver an appropriate and
fine grain of urban form.
Strong entrance points to each building are provided from the proposed central plaza
assisting in animating the central public realm as a core destination point within the site.
The proposed Alpha Innovtaion Centre and Beta Business centre are also anchored around a
central, internal courtyard providing further public realm and permeability through the site
alongside access to proposed underground car parking (age friendly and accessible) and
service yard. Whilst largely operating as functionally separate buildings, permeability
between both is also provided via corridor connections above the internal courtyard space,
furthermore activating the internal courtyard space and providing a level of passive
supervision.

Image 17: Elevations of Alpha Innovation Centre and
Beta Enterprise Centre as viewed from Pearse Road
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Image 18: Entrances to Alpha
Innovation Centre and Beta
Enterprise Centre as viewed
from the central plaza

Image 19 (left) : Precedent image of fin
structure across glazed elevation
punctuated by solid panels to add
interest
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1.3.5

Alpha Innovation Centre

The Alpha Innovation Centre project will result in the development of a purpose built, high
tech workspace facility in Letterkenny town centre which will include a bespoke preaccelerator programme for early idea entrepreneurs along with a programme of wraparound supports for businesses.
The development of the Alpha Innovation Centre will address an existing deficiency in
access to high-quality office space and related enterprise/ innovation ecosystems in such an
office environment in Letterkenny thereby meeting need where the market has otherwise
failed as evidenced through consultation with key stakeholders including IDA, Enterprise
Ireland, LYIT and Letterkenny Chamber of Commerce.
The delivery of this critical infrastructure will help rebalance the economy of the North West
region by supporting the establishment and growth of indigenous companies in the Regional
centre of Letterkenny and providing a pre-acceleration support programme to potential High
Potential Start-Ups (HPSU’s). It will as a result, enable a pipeline of new startups in the
region. The project will benefit from the establishment of a full-time Head of Innovation and
Assistant Head of Innovation to work in the region, developing and delivering supports for
local enterprises and those seeking to develop new business ideas.
The key target market as regards the Alpha Innovation Centre will be New Idea Owners
wishing to validate their propositions and possibly add value to locally based products and
services from indigenous enterprises, Start-ups emanating through the pre-accelerator
programme and Indigenous Businesses seeking to take full advantage of the power of
cutting-edge, disruptive technologies. Alpha Innovation Centre will also seek to partner with
local FDI employees seeking off-site placement opportunities to work with HPSU’s or spinouts to mentor on new ideas.
The key objectives of the Alpha Innovation Centre include:
▪ Increase the levels of innovation and entrepreneurship in the region;
▪ Build on and strengthen the regional ecosystem including the development of a
strong network, linking highly experienced and expert mentors and aspiring
entrepreneurs;
▪ Support the creation of viable scalable ventures and new startups;
▪ Build on the strength of indigenous enterprises and inward investment successes,
facilitating the creation of continuous spin-outs and spin-ins.
Funding of €3.66m under Enterprise Irelands Border Enterprise Development Fund (BEDF)
has been secured in respect of the 1,625sqm Alpha Innovation Centre together with match
funding commitment by Donegal County Council. The total capital value of this project is
estimated to be in the order of €6m and the forward job creation target is for 200 new jobs.
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1.3.6

Beta Business Centre

The proposed BETA Business Centre will deliver lettable floor space across approximately
4,000 sq m over 8 stories. It will provide a variety of co-working, serviced offices, meeting
and conference rooms and events’ spaces alongside private and shared offices of capacity to
facilitate between 5 and 50 people and supported by shared services catering to the needs
of the respective tenants.
Proposed internal flexible open plan space will provide an adaptable property solution for
high quality office accommodation to meet the need identified through consultation and
collaboration with key partners including the IDA and Enterprise Ireland which has
confirmed an increasing demand by larger investors and companies for town centre, urban
locations. Property market analysis evidences the lack of suitable property solutions in terms
of quality, size and flexible space at town centre locations in Letterkenny to meet the
identified need. The proposed BETA Business Centre offers an exceptional opportunity to
respond to the identified need and to capture opportunity so as to network an innovative
ecosystem where both new and existing businesses will have the opportunity to operate
their day-to-day business activities, to network, to share ideas and contribute to economic
growth in the North West region.
The proposed Beta Business Centre will utilise state of the art office accommodation as a
support to companies seeking a soft-landing site when establishing a base in Ireland, or
seeking a second site location in light of Brexit or those indigenous companies seeking to
expand their operations. This will be achieved through further developing an innovative
partnership with Catalyst, a company with more than 20 years’ experience in successfully
delivering support programmes across Northern Ireland. The collaboration will see Catalyst
expand their offering into the whole North West City Region, where suitable programmes
are identified in partnership with local stakeholders.
The BETA Business Centre will target future tenants including FDI opportunities for those
seeking to base in the North West of Ireland, Second site options for companies seeking bilocation to avail of the opportunity to access both the EU and UK markets, locally based
companies seeking to scale and develop their services and Donegal Diaspora members
seeking to return and start-up business in Donegal.
The key objectives of the Beta Enterprise Centre include:
▪ Create an innovative cross border collaboration with Catalyst as a means to explore
opportunities for sharing best practice;
▪ Stimulate, attract and retain sustainable business, employment and investment
opportunities in the region that would not otherwise happen;
▪ Attract external investment and encourage the return of Diaspora entrepreneurs;
▪ Develop and create synergies between the planned BETA Business Centre and Fort
George projects in Letterkenny and Derry City respectively;
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▪

Create a more diverse and dynamic economy in the region, providing the
infrastructure and expertise to unlock potential for new and existing businesses
focused on maximizing economic benefits for the North West City Region.

The total capital value of the Beta Business Centre is estimated to be in the order of €14m
and the forward job creation target is for 285 new jobs.

1.4

Policy Context

The statutory plans at a National, Regional and Local context relating to the area of the
proposed development are:
▪ The National Planning Framework (Project Ireland 2040);
▪ The Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy for the Northern and Western Regional
Assembly inclusive of the North West Metropolitan Area Spatial Planning Framework
(MASP) and the Letterkenny Regional Growth Centre Strategic Plan ;
▪ The County Donegal Development Plan 2018-2024 (CDP) .
In addition and as outlined in section 1.1 of this report, Donegal County Council is advancing
a significant programme for the regeneration of Letterkenny town centre including funding
support secured though the 1st and 2nd calls for applications to the Urban Regeneration and
Development Fund. The regeneration programme, known as Letterkenny 2040, is providing
masterplanning as regards:
▪ Letterkenny 2040 Regeneration Strategy encompassing the preparation of a vision
and regeneration strategic for the entire town centre and;
▪ A Concept Masterplan for the cohesive regeneration of the 1.1 hectare Letterkenny
Strategic Urban Regeneration Site.

1.4.1 National Planning Framework (Project Ireland 2040)
The National Planning Framework (Project Ireland 2040) is underpinned by a set of National
Strategic Outcomes (NSO’s), which are the shared benefits the NPF will deliver if it is
implemented.
NSO 1 outlines the Governments objective for Compact Growth. It outlines that all of our
urban settlements contain many potential development areas, centrally located and
frequently publicly owned, that are suitable and capable of re-use to provide housing, jobs,
amenities and services but which need a streamlined and coordinated approach to their
development enabling infrastructure and supporting amenities, to realise their potential. The
NSO outlines that activating these strategic areas and achieving effective density and
consolidation, rather than more sprawl of urban development is a top priority. It is
supported by National Policy Objectives which seek to:
▪ Deliver at least 30% of all new homes that are targeted in settlements other than the five
cities, within their existing built-up footprints. (NPO 3c)
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▪ Ensure the creation of attractive, liveable, well designed, high quality urban places that
are home to diverse and integrated communities that enjoy a high quality of life and well
being. (NPO 4)
▪ Develop Cities and towns of sufficient scale and quality to compete internationally and to
be drivers of national and regional growth, investment and prosperity. (NPO 5)
▪ Regenerate and rejuvenate cities, towns and villages of all types and scale as
environmental assets, that can accommodate changing roles and functions, increased
residential population and employment activity and enhanced levels of amenity and
design quality, in order to sustainably influence and support their surrounding area. (NPO
6)
▪ In meeting urban development requirements, there will be a presumption in favour of
development that can encourage more people and generate more jobs and activity within
existing cities, towns and village… (NPO 11), and
▪ ….The Government will consider how best to make State lands available…to kick start its
development role and to legislate for enhanced compulsory purchase powers to ensure
that the necessary transformation of the places most in need of regeneration can take
place more swiftly and effectively. (NPO 12)
The NPF also makes provision for projects that enable increased walking, cycling and
accessibility to enable modal shift as well as projects to strengthen the economy and to
deliver sustainable land use and planning in order to aid the transition to a low carbon
environment. Relevant NSO’s in this regard include:
▪ NSO-5: Sustainable Mobility which states ‘In line with Ireland’s Climate Change
mitigation plan, we need to progressively electrify our mobility systems moving away
from polluting and carbon intensive propulsion systems to new technologies such as
electric vehicles and introduction of electric and hybrid traction systems for public
transport fleets, such that by 2040 our cities and towns will enjoy a cleaner, quieter
environment free of combustion engine driven transport systems’.
▪ NSO-6: A Strong Economy Supported by Enterprise, Innovation and Skills
which states, ‘This will depend on creating places that can foster enterprise and
innovation and attract investment and talent. It can be achieved by building regional
economic drivers and by supporting opportunities to diversify and strengthen the
rural economy, to leverage the potential of places. Delivering this outcome will
require the coordination of growth and place making with investment in world class
infrastructure, including digital connectivity, and in skills and talent to support
economic competiveness and enterprise growth
▪ NSO-8: Transition to a Low Carbon and Climate Resilient Society which
states, ‘The National Climate Policy Position establishes the national objective of
achieving transition to a competitive, low carbon, climate-resilient and
environmentally sustainable economy by 2050. This objective will shape investment
choices over the coming decades in line with the National Mitigation Plan and the
National Adaptation Framework. New energy systems and transmission grids will be
necessary for a more distributed, renewables-focused energy generation system,
harnessing both the considerable on-shore and off-shore potential from energy
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sources such as wind, wave and solar and connecting the richest sources of that
energy to the major sources of demand’.

1.4.2 The Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy (RSES) for the Northern
and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA) inclusive of the North West
Metropolitan Area Spatial Planning Framework (MASP) and the
Letterkenny Regional Growth Centre Strategic Plan
The RSES published by NWRA is a 12-year strategy to deliver transformational change,
effective regional development and achieve the objectives and vision of the NPF and of the
NWRA. The simple vision of the RSES is “to play a leading role in the transformation of the
region into a vibrant, connected, natural, inclusive and smart place to work and live”. The
RSES proposes the introduction of a ‘Growth Framework’ to deliver this vision inclusive of
‘Five Growth Ambitions’, recognizing that regional growth cannot be achieved through linear
steps and that isolated interventions will not achieve the ambitions of the region. The five
growth ambitions of the RSES are:
1. To be a Vibrant Region (Economy & Employment)
2. To be a Natural Region (Environment)
3. To be a Connected Region (Connectivity)
4. To be an Inclusive Region (Quality of Life)
5. To be an Enabled Region (Infrastructure)
Chapter 9 of the RSES sets out the North West Metropolitan Area Spatial Planning
Framework (MASP) relating to the area of the North West City Region encompassing
Letterkenny, Derry and Strabane. The North West MASP recognises the need for ‘All Island
Cohesion’ (also Chapter 9) and the potential of collaborative work at a sub-regional level and
on a cross border basis for economic advantage and for the social, economic, cultural and
environmental well-being of communities. It acknowledges the north-south cooperation that
has already realised a pipeline of cross border initiatives and projects that are having a
positive enabling impact on local communities and the strong level of cross border cooperation that exists via the joined-up leadership of Donegal County Council and Derry City
and Strabane District Council through the establishment of the North West Strategic Growth
Partnership and the North West Regional Development Group. The proposed development
of Phase 1 of the Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration Site provides for the
development of a strong strategic and leading project of Regional importance providing for
the strengthening of the regions enterprise and economic ecosystem and thus it will work
toward effective regional development for the North West City region as reflected by the NW
MASP.
Reflecting the themes of the proposed development in relation to efficient use of underutilized lands, compact growth, strengthening economic opportunity and urban design and
placemaking, the North West MASP identifies four strategic outcomes as follows:
1. Building inclusive and compact places
2. Investing in connected and accessible places
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3. Planning for a vibrant economy and nurturing communities
4. Creating resilient places and low carbon infrastructure.
Within and underpinning the framework for the NW MASP strategic outcomes and reflecting
the overarching RSES vision in relation to a ‘place-based’ approach, the NW MASP also
requires to the greatest extent possible, that new developments will:
‘contribute towards the creation of high-quality places across the North West City
Region, taking account of Place-Making Principles. Under the principles of placemaking, development proposals should be based upon a design-led and participative
process and should seek to deliver on the six qualities of place – namely, distinctive,
safe and pleasant, welcoming, adaptable, resource-efficient and easy to move around
and beyond’.
Other relevant Regional Planning Objectives of the North West MASP include:
RPO 9.1:
Build inclusive and compact places
RPO 9.2:
Investing in Connected and accessible places
RPO 9.3:
Planning for a vibrant economy and nurturing communities
RPO 9.4:
Creating resilient places and low carbon infrastructure.
Section 3.7.2 of the RSES sets out a’ Letterkenny Regional Growth Centre Strategic Plan’ (LK
RGCSP) providing for growth and investment to build the function of Letterkenny as the
primary urban centre in Donegal and as part of the North West Metropolitan City Region
(Letterkenny/ Derry/Strabane). The RGCSP includes several specific Letterkenny Regional
Policy Objectives including:
RPO 3.7.20: To grow Letterkenny to a Regional Centre to a minimum of 27,300
residents by 2040
RPO 3.7.21: To grow the number of jobs in Letterkenny to approximately 17,000
by 2040
RPO 3.7.22: To ensure that at least 40% of all newly developed lands (residential,
enterprise and employment) are within the existing built-up urban
area of Letterkenny”
RPO 3.7.26: To deliver a Masterplan, in Urban Regeneration and Linkages between
the Main Street Area, and the New Retail Park within 4 years of the
adoption of the RSES, ensuring this Masterplan is delivered and
implemented by 2025.
The RGCSP also identifies several regeneration opportunities which have the potential to
transform the town’s centre through an Urban Regeneration Strategy and this includes ‘the
former ESB site’. The RGCSP identifies that each of these opportunities represents
brownfield development within the town and that the re-use of these sites would represent
a key element of achieving the Compact Growth objectives which is a central pillar of the
NPF.
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1.4.3 The County Donegal Development Plan 2018 – 2024 (as varied)
The County Donegal Development Plan (CDP), 2018-2024 (as varied) provides the strategic
planning framework and vision for County Donegal. Its vision is that:
‘By 2028, County Donegal will be a connected place with a strong, competitive and

innovative economy that is attracting and sustaining a population of upwards of
200,000 people, offering a quality of life ranked highest in the county and asserting
a key role in the context of the North West City Region and within the area of the
Northern and Western Regional Assembly.’
The CDP identifies Letterkenny as a Layer 1 settlement in its own right within the County
settlement structure. The CDP outlines that, as the largest town it provides a broad range of
services across the sectors including employment, education, health, cultural services,
community services, entertainment and many more, stating that its growth and
strengthening as a major centre of population together with its wider metropolitan area is
important in the regional context particularly in terms of its relationship with Derry City. The
Plan outlines that a strong, vibrant, connected Letterkenny with a growing population will
provide benefits across the County and within the Region in terms of attracting private
sector investment in jobs and the economy and in securing investment in infrastructure that
is critical to the County as a whole.
The CDP contains 10 Strategic Objectives, a number of which specifically underpin the
important role of Letterkenny in the County and regional context and the importance of
transitioning to sustainable and compact land use and transportation patterns. The relevant
Strategic Objectives of the CDP include:
S-O-3:
To support the role of Letterkenny as a linked urban area in the North
West City Region in order to drive investment and produce
consequential benefits throughout the entire County and to support
regional growth in the context of the Northern and Western Regional
Assembly.
S-O-4:
To support the development and implementation of a sustainable
economic model for County Donegal embracing growth in areas such
as innovation, research and development, rural diversification, tourism
initiatives, energy advances and the promotion of sustainable start up
enterprises and as an integral component of accelerating the socioeconomic growth in the North West
S-O-5:
To prioritise regeneration and renewal of the County’s towns, villages
and rural areas in order to support vibrant and strengthened
communities and drivers of economic growth
S-O-8:
To facilitate appropriate, sustainable development, innovation,
research and technological advances in business, communications and
energy development throughout the County and in a Regional, Cross
Border and National context.
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The CDP includes a Core Strategy which sets out an overarching and ambitious vision for the
future growth and development of the County over the 6 year life of the Plan (to 2024) and
beyond to a 20 year timeframe (2038). It encompasses 18 Core Strategy Objectives
including:
CS-O-2:
To assert County Donegal as having a key role in the context of the
North West City Region and within the area of the Northern and
Western Regional Assembly.
CS-O-4:
To support the growth of Letterkenny and its metropolitan area as a
driver of population and economic growth in the County and to make
appropriate provision for approximately 4,200 additional persons by
2024.
CS-O-11:
To support economic growth throughout the county through….
(b) Participation in a regional approach in order to assert a key
strategic development role in the North West City Region and as part
of the Northern and Western Regional Assembly area (c) the
establishment of Letterkenny as a centre for economic growth across
the sectors, in particular through….consolidation of the town centre
including prioritizing improvements to the public realm
(and)…..through a proactive approach to enable the delivery of key
regeneration sites.
CS-O-12:
To require growth of towns in a sequential manner outwards from the
core so as to make best use of existing and planned infrastructure to
the benefit of local communities and effective urban growth.
CS-O-13:
To promote the integration of land use and transportation so as to
encourage modal shift and the development of sustainable transport
policies.
The CDP also includes a number of specific strategies across Chapters 4 & 5 in relation to
economic development particularly in the regional, border and urban contexts; addressing
appropriate employment generating developments; sustainable development including
initiatives to enhance accessibly and encourage modal shift and; improvements to walking
and cycling networks; through a range of objectives including:
ED-O-1:
To facilitate cross-border collaboration and to enable and sustain
regional economic, cultural and social development opportunities.
ED-O-3:
To facilitate and direct appropriate employment generating
developments into the Gateway centre of Letterkenny and the
Strategic Support Towns, and to support the economic development
of smaller towns and villages throughout the county.
ED-O-11:
To support the border region for economic development and
enterprise by maximising on the potential and opportunities arising
from Brexit.
T-O-4:
To deliver optimum accessibility, ease of movement and to facilitate
appropriate proposals for modal shift.
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T-O-13:

To support the development of new walkways, walking routes, trails
greenways and cycleways that maximise the potential for local,
regional and all-island walking and cycling networks.

Part C of the CDP sets out the Objectives and Policies for Towns including Letterkenny
within Chapter 12. It reiterates the importance of Letterkenny as the only Layer 1 settlement
in the Settlement Hierarchy for the County stating that;
‘Its growth and strengthening as a major centre of critical mass together with its
wider hinterland is critical in the regional context including its relationship with Derry
City. A strong, vibrant, connected Letterkenny with growing critical mass will provide
benefits across the County and within the region in terms attracting private sector
investment in jobs and the economy and in securing investment in infrastructure that
is critical to the county as a whole.’
Part C
▪
▪
▪

outlines 6 key areas for intervention in Letterkenny in total including:
Urban and public realm enhancements throughout the town centre
Integration of land use and transportation planning and policy
Regeneration of key brownfield sites.

The subject site for the proposed development is located within the identified ‘Town Centre’
land use zone on Map 12.1B, ‘Letterkenny Land Use Zoning Map 12.1B’. Table 12.2 of
Chapter 12, Part C sets out the objective in relation to ‘Town Centre’ zoning as:
‘To sustain and strengthen the core of Letterkenny as a centre for commercial,
retail, cultural and community life.’
The site is also located in the area defined as the ‘Traditional Town Centre’ on Map 12.2 of
Chapter 12, Part C which is described as covering;
‘an extensive area North and South of the Main St and the Upper Port Rd. It

continues to act as the commercial core of the town and displays a vitality and
diversity of functions not apparent in other areas of the town. The strong links
between the arts, entertainment, traditional town services (e.g. banking, legal) and
independent retailing remain the core strengths of this area. The quality of the built
environment of the commercial core also contributes significantly to the shopping
and visitor experience of the town. It is imperative that the vitality and vibrancy of
the Commercial Core is maintained and expanded.’
The Plan identifies a number of adverse development trends which if left unmanaged could
significantly hinder the achievement of a cohesive, multifunctional and high-quality town
centre. These adverse trends include a dispersed, low density retail environment which
necessitates car dependency, a lack of quality public spaces throughout and immediately
accessible from the town centre, and the fragmentation of the town centre into selfcontained pockets of developments which hinder a coherent environment. In view of this
the Plan recommends a Town Centre Strategy and states that the Planning Authority is of
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the firm opinion that in order to develop a consolidated, vibrant, accessible, multifunctional
and high quality urban environment with a critical mass it will be necessary to: (inter alia)
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Achieve a critical mass of development in the town centre by increasing overall
densities, developing derelict underutilised sites within the town centre,
consolidating new retail development within a defined town centre (and
expanding retail development thereafter in an incremental fashion) and focusing
certain forms of development within the town centre.
Promote a higher density and greater diversity of development through backland,
infill and mixed use development;
Creating a more coherent, and interlinked town centre through the achievement
of critical mass, the establishment of quality linkages and promotion of diversity
of uses throughout the town centre;
Establishing new streets with active frontages by ensuring that new
developments provide for a mixture of active uses, at a human scale, along
architecturally pleasing and visually engaging facades;
Further refining the template offered by the Urban Design Framework by
identifying specific layouts and design criteria for the development of key urban
blocks within the Framework;
Establishing a pedestrian friendly town centre, through the consolidation and
densification of development, prioritising pedestrians over private vehicles in the
design and layout of development, the improvement of key pedestrian crossing
points and the reservation of routes for pedestrian and cycling linkages;

This strategy is then supported by a suite of objectives and policies in the areas of mixeduse development, design criteria, streetscape, shop fronts, key linkages, active frontage and
quality residential development. Policies LK-TP-1 – 18 refer.
Section 12.4 of Chapter 12 of Part C of the CDP refers to objectives and policies to enhance
transportation including enhancement of walking and cycling networks and associated
supporting infrastructure. The following specific objectives and policies refer:
LK-T-O-4:
To promote, support and encourage modal shift to walking and
cycling
LK-T-P-1:
Ensure that all new development complies with the most relevant
Traffic Management Guidelines through (inter alia)…. (g) Facilitate
increased permeability – ensuring new development increases the
incidences of linkages and flow of both public and private traffic,
including pedestrian and cycle, throughout the town development
envelope.
LK-T-P-8:
Cycling and Walking: The Council will promote the development of
cycling and walking as a viable transport option. To do so, all
development proposals shall be accompanied by appropriate levels of
provision for cycle and pedestrian movement including:
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▪
▪
▪

Covered secure cycle parking which is convenient and located
to allow for informal surveillance
Pedestrian and cycle friendly routes throughout new residential
areas
Footpaths and cycle provision in order to adequately and
conveniently access public transport, services/amenities and
connect with the wider locality.

The Urban Design Framework for the Town Centre set out on Map 12.1A of the CDP also
specifically identifies a potential key linkage through the site between Pearse Rd and
Ramelton Rd reflecting the new linkage delineated in the proposed development as a key
part of a new streetscape, public realm and permeability (Image 20 provides an extract of
Map 12.1A and includes the subject site outlined in red).

Image 20: extract from Map 12.1A Urban Design Framework as contained in Part C, chapter 12 of
the CDP.

1.4.4 Letterkenny 2040 Regeneration Strategy
‘Letterkenny 2040’ is Donegal County Councils wider regeneration programme that involves
the preparation of an ambitious, transformative and overarching regeneration strategy for
Letterkenny town centre to achieve its goals as a Regional Growth Centre in line with its
identified role in the National Planning Framework (NPF), The Regional Spatial and Economic
Strategy (RSES) and in the cross border context of the North West City Region. The
overarching vision of Letterkenny 2040 is to co-deliver a vibrant, liveable and fully
functioning regional centre with a flourishing population that has a strong economy,
employment and housing choice, healthy and restorative environments, community and
social amenities, high quality of life and positive public and civic spaces.
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Letterkenny 2040 is a non-statutory programme, the preparation of which is supported by
the Urban Regeneration and Development Fund under Project Ireland 2040. The project has
reached its mid-point with the publication of the Draft Masterplan for a 4 week period of
consultation from 11th November 2021 to 9th December 2021. The Draft Masterplan
identifies the Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration Site as forming part of a
potential ‘Cultural & Innovation Quarter ‘ inclusive of the ESB site and adjoining lands and
linking to An Grianan Theatre and the towns other cultural attractions. The Draft Masterplan
reflects the objective for the wider Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration Site to
deliver a mixed-use development inclusive at this location indicating land use in respect of
‘innovation centres, residential and public realm space and connections through the site.’
The Draft Masterplan identified linkages through the site from Ramelton Road to Pearse
Road and from the site to Scally Place (Refer to Image 21 which is an extract from the
Letterkenny 2040 Draft Masterplan).

Image 21: Extract from the Letterkenny 2040 Draft Masterplan

1.4.5 Concept Masterplan for the cohesive regeneration of the 1.1 hectare
Letterkenny Strategic Urban Regeneration Site
The proposed development forms Phase 1 of a wider Concept Masterplan for the cohesive
regeneration of the entire 1.1 hectare Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration Site.
It sets out a concept for a dynamic, mixed use development led by anchor enterprise
development(s) integrated with public realm, town centre housing and improved
connectivity with new permeability through the site linking the Pearse Road with the Port
Road. The delivery of the Concept Masterplan is planned to occur on a phased basis with the
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proposed Part 8 development forming Phase 1. (Images 22- 24 of the Concept Masterplan
refer).

Image 22: Concept Masterplan for the entire 1.1ha Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Regeneration Site

Image 23: Model View of Concept Masterplan for the entire 1.1ha Letterkenny 2040 Strategic
Regeneration Site
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Image 24: View of Concept Masterplan for the entire 1.1ha Letterkenny 2040 Strategic
Regeneration Site from Pearse Road

1.5

The proposed development in the context of transportation

A separate Transportation Report accompanies the Part VIII plans and particulars. Its sets
out the transportation provisions relating to the proposed development which are designed
in response to the location of the site on town centre brownfield, vacant and under-utilized
lands and thus prioritizes high quality and seamless permeability through the site to enable
walking and cycling connectivity to and from the proposed development together with
connection to existing and planned public transport networks. The Transportation Report
establishes that the proposed development is wholly in line with National, Regional and
Local policy that prioritizes initiatives that will deliver the efficient and productive use of
town centre, brownfield, vacant and under-utilized lands and also provides for the
appropriate application of flexibility and creativity in design in enabling the delivery of
projects of this nature.
In addition, the Transportation Report describes the nature of the site as highly connected
to existing public transport networks (town bus service), proximate to the existing
Letterkenny Bus Station for connection with regional bus services both public and private,
accessible to the significant level of existing town centre car parking (circa 5,000 existing
public and private town centre car parking spaces) where capacity currently exists and as
being integrated within surrounding existing walking and cycling infrastructure as well as
highly integrated within planned future walking and cycling infrastructure in the context of
the Councils LK Green Connect project. The report concludes that the proposed
development will not generate excessive vehicular traffic flows impacting the road network
and junctions within the vicinity of the site as a result of the fact that the site provides
limited access arrangements from the Pearse Rd only for service and emergency vehicle
access and disabled and age friendly courtesy parking.. It determines that as there is no
material traffic generation at the site and its access and the development does not
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otherwise propose access to a Strategic Road then having regard to the provisions of Policy
T-P-8 of the County Development Plan 2018-2024 (as varied) there is no requirement for a
TTA.
In relation to Road safety Audit, the Transportation Report also concludes that;
Having regard to the limited scale, nature and complexity of the scheme particularly in the
context of limited and controlled vehicular traffic within the site, that the discretion
permitted by TII Publication GE-STY-01027 is appropriate and that a combined Stage 1 and
Stage 2 Road Safety Audit can be completed at Detailed Design Stage with a Stage 3 Road
Safety Audit carried out on completion of construction and a Stage 4 Audit, if required,
carried out during early operation of the development. In addition as the development does
not otherwise propose access to a Strategic Road and having regard to the provisions of
Policy T-P-8 of the County Development Plan, 2018-2024 (as varied) a mandatory RSA is not
required.

1.6

The proposed development and flood risk

OPW Flood maps (www.floodinfo.ie) provide information on flood risk for a range of flood
event scenarios including climate change. The OPW flood maps show that the proposed site
is located within Flood Zone C where there is a low probability of flooding. In accordance
with F-P-1, F-P-2 and ‘The Planning System and Flood Risk Management - Guidelines for
Planning Authorities’, November 2009, DoEHLG and the objectives and policy in relation to
flooding set out in Part B of the CDP, chapter 5, the proposed development is classified as
‘Less Vulnerable Development’ and as such, within an area identified as Flood Zone C is
considered as ‘Development Appropriate’. As a result, a Flood Risk Assessment is not
required.
In the context of implementation of best practice, the proposed development provides for
the integration of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems via direction of public realm surface
waters to reservoirs in landscape areas with outfall only occurring at saturation. In addition
the proposed development provides for the integration of a rainwater harvesting system to
manage and reuse water resources. (Please refer to Drawing No LKSURS 0011- Site Layout
Map, in this regard).

1.7

Screening in relation to Environmental Impact Assessment

The proposed development is sub-threshold for the purposes of Environmental Impact
Assessment (“EIA”) per Article 92 of the Planning and Development regulations 2001 (as
amended). Donegal County Council has made a screening determination in accordance with
Article 120 (1B)(b)(i) of the aforementioned regulations that there is no real likelihood of
significant effects on the environment arising from the proposed development and that an
EIA is not required. Please refer to accompanying Screening Report and Determination
which includes the main reasons and considerations on which the determination was based.
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1.8

Screening in relation to Appropriate Assessment

In order to ascertain whether the proposed development required Appropriate Assessment
(“AA”) Donegal County Council carried out a screening of same in accordance with Article
250(1) of the Planning and development Regulations 2001 (as amended) and made a
determination in view of best scientific knowledge that the development individually or in
combination with other plans or projects would not be likely to have a significant effect on a
European site in view of the site’s conservation objectives and that AA was not required.
Please refer to accompanying Screening Report and Determination which includes the main
reasons and considerations on which the determination was based.

1.9

Proper planning, sustainable and orderly development of the area

It is considered that the proposed Part VIII development providing for the development of
the Letterkenny 2040 Strategic Urban Regeneration Site- Phase 1, is in accordance with the
provisions of the NPF, RSES and the County Donegal Development Plan, 2018-2024 and in
particular will give full effect to the regeneration and development objectives and policies
therein. It is considered that the proposed development is therefore in accordance with the
proper planning, sustainable and orderly development of the area.
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